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Introduction During late stage planet formation, gi-
ant impacts produce localized mantle melt regions within
which impactor iron droplets settle to the bottom near a
permeability horizon. After accumulation, iron heated
by the impact migrates downward to the core through
colder, mostly solid mantle. The degree of thermal equi-
libration and partitioning of viscous heating between im-
pactor iron and silicates depends on the mechanism of
iron transport to the core. Simple estimates suggest that,
following a giant impact, the temperature difference be-
tween iron delivered to the core and the mantle outside
the impact heated region can be ∆T ∼ 103 K [1]. Hot
impactor iron mergers with the core where it may be ef-
ficiently mixed or remain stratified due to thermal buoy-
ancy. In either case, collisional energy carried to the core
by impactor iron helps establish conditions favorable for
early core cooling and dynamo generation.

Here, we consider the end-member scenario in which
impactor iron forms a layer at the top of the core. Using
two-dimensional finite element calculations of mantle
convection, we show that large scale mantle flow driven
by the buoyancy of the impact thermal anomaly focuses
plumes in the impact region and generates a core heat
flux sufficient to power a dynamo for ∼ 10 - 300 Myr
depending on iron layer mass and mantle viscosity. We
suggest that formation of magnetized southern highland
crust may be related to spreading and differentiation of
an impact melt region during the impact induced dynamo
episode.

Core heat flux and dynamo duration The ratio of
the impactor iron mass to the final martian core mass is
ξ = a3/r3

p where a and rp are the impactor and plan-
etary radii, respectively. Formation of an impactor iron
layer at the top of the core implies ξ ≈ 3 zc/rc where zc

is the layer thickness and rc is the core radius. Cooling
of the layer at the core-mantle boundary initiates convec-
tion within the layer. If the convecting iron layer is too
thin, dynamo activity will not be sustained. The criterion
for existence of a dynamo is that the magnetic Reynolds
number exceed a critical value [2]. Based on this criteria
we estimate a minimum critical layer thickness ∼ 10-30
km corresponding to ξ ∼ 10−2. We consider a range of
ξ up to the iron mass fraction delivered by an impactor
with a tenth of the final planetary mass.

A giant impact which delivers hot iron to the core
also produces a large, partially molten, impact anomaly
in the mantle [4]. Due to its buoyancy this region rises
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Figure 1: Top: Initial, large scale, anomaly driven circu-
lation at ∼ 0, 40 and 60 Myr for ξ = 0.03, ∆T = 1000

K, and mantle viscosity 10
18 Pa s. Isostatic adjustment

focuses a single plume (second frame) and development
of boundary layer instabilities (third frame) enhances
the average core heat flux. Bottom: Average core heat
flux versus time (thick curve) for ∆T = 1000 K. Top,
middle, and bottom rows correspond to ξ = 0.01, 0.03,
and 0.10, respectively. The initial mantle viscosities are
η1= 1017, 1018, and 1019 Pa s for the left, middle and
right columns, respectively. The shaded region shows
the range of maximum conductive core heat flux [3] and
the thin line is the heat flux evolution for a conductive
mantle.
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up and spreads laterally, generating a localized, mantle-
scale upwelling (Fig. 1a). Here, we investigate the ef-
fect of impact anomaly driven convection on cooling of
the hot impactor iron layer. We use a simple model
of thermal convection in a 6 × 1 two-dimensional box.
All boundaries are free slip and the vertical boundaries
are thermally insulating. The convection equations are
solved numerically for a fixed surface temperature and
bottom boundary temperature governed by cooling of the
impactor iron layer. The heat flux generally decays with
time due to thermal boundary layer growth and cooling
of the iron layer (Fig. 3). Superimposed on this trend is
a spike in the heat flux associated with onset of bound-
ary layer instability. Dynamo duration depends on iron
layer thickness and mantle viscosity. In general, ∆tB

increases with ξ while, for a given impactor iron mass
fraction, ∆tB increases with increasing mantle viscosity
due to slower cooling of the iron layer (Fig. 3). Dynamo
lifetimes, range from ∼ 10 - 300 Myr.

Formation of magnetized southern highland crust
We suggest that a giant impact can not only supply the
energy for dynamo generation but also provide a record
of the dynamo episode in the form of magnetized crust.
Consider an initially differentiated planet with a uniform,
unmagnetized crust. An impactor of radius 700 km and
velocity ∼ 10 km/s has a kinetic energy sufficient to ex-
cavate a basin ∼ 10,000 km in diameter [5]. The re-
gion of surviving unmagnetized crust has an area ap-
proximately equal to the martian lowlands area. The im-
pact melt region volume rapidly crystallizes to a partially
molten state [4] and buoyancy causes the region to rise up
(Fig. 5c). Initially, the isostatic adjustment time is much
less than the time for melt percolation [4] and advection
of melt with the circulation dominates. Cooling causes
spreading to slow and eventually stop at which point per-
colation of melt relative to the solid matrix would form a
crust (Fig. 5d). The basaltic crustal thickness which can
be derived from the partial melt layer depends on degree
of mantle depletion and previous melting history.

The basin excavation hypotheses for origin of the
dichotomy and the idea which we propose here are di-
rectly opposed in terms of the sign of the age differ-
ence between crustal terrains. In the impact excavation
model, lowland crust is younger than highland crust. In
our model, magnetized highland crust is younger than
lowland crust and the age difference depends on the
timescale for emplacement of southern highland crust.
Numerical results [6] suggest that spreading of a partial
melt layer takes ∼ 1-10 Myr while differentiation occurs
on a longer timescale of∼ 20 - 60 Myr. The observed age

difference between lowland basement crust and highland
crust based on visible and buried craters is small while
the uncertainties associated with the estimates are large
[7]. Thus, the two hypotheses for the origin of the mar-
tian crustal dichotomy are testable with sufficiently high
resolution measurements of martian crustal terrain ages.
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Figure 2: Scenario for formation of magnetized south-
ern highland crust due to a giant impact. (a) Impact of
a large planetesimal (b) generates a deep melt region on
one side of the planet (dark red) and destroys a region
of pre-existing unmagnetized crust (light brown). Im-
pactor iron heated during the collision merges with the
core forming a hot iron layer at the top of the core. (c)
Cooling of the iron layer generates a magnetic field. The
partial melt region rises up, spreads laterally, and dif-
ferentiates forming new crust. (d) Magnetized, southern
hemisphere crust (dark brown) is formed during the dy-
namo episode.
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